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Seeing the whole earth



A talk that reflects 25 years 
teaching Big History, courses on the 

history of the Universe

Van Gogh, “Starry Night over the Rhone”, 

Sept 1888, Arles, Musée d’Orsay, Paris



WHAT IS BIG HISTORY?

• “… the attempt to understand, in a unified, 
interdisciplinary way, the history of Cosmos, 
Earth, Life, and Humanity.”
– From the website of the 

International Big History Association @ 
http://ibhanet.org/

http://ibhanet.org/


A SHORT HISTORY OF 
BIG HISTORY

• Most human societies have taught ‘origin stories’, total 
histories that map humans onto the cosmos

• A scientific origin story possible only since the mid 20th c

– New dating techniques, historicized sciences

– Many scientists/educators began trying to put that story 
together [Sagan, Asimov, Gribben, Chaisson]

• I began teaching ‘big history’ in 1989

– 2008 Bill Gates  a free online High School syllabus through 
the Big History Project, now taught in 100s of schools in many 
countries: www.bighistoryproject.com

– 2012 Macquarie University Big History Institute to support 
education & research in Big History

http://www.bighistoryproject.com


Why students & educators 
need big history: 

it crosses borders & builds connections

• OFSTED: the British School Inspection Agency (2007) 

– “the majority of adolescents leave school with bits-and-pieces 
of knowledge that add up to very little and fail to inform, or 
even to connect with, present realities.” 

– p. 142 of Dennis Shemilt, “Drinking an Ocean and Pissing a Cupful [a quote from Flaubert]: How 
adolescents make sense of History,” in The Problem of the Canon and the Future of History Teaching, ed. 
Linda Symcox and Arie Wilschut, Charlotte, N. Caroline: Information Age Publishing, 2009, pp. 141-209

• Why Bill Gates supports Big History Education:

– “I wish everyone could take this course.  Big history shows 
how everything is connected to everything else. … It made me 
wish that I could have taken Big History when I was young.”



Emily L., Somerville House 
School, Brisbane

Emily on Big History:

• “Big History has explained 
how seemingly isolated 
events we are taught at 
school fit in the context of the 
universe, its history, and how 
this may have further 
implications in the future.”



Connecting Disciplines through Big History
& Van Gogh’s Starry Night over the Rhone

Van Gogh, “Starry Night over the Rhone”, Sept 1888, Arles, Musée d’Orsay, Paris

Stars and Cosmos

(Astronomy)
Planet Earth

(Geology)

Water, where 

life evolved

(Chemistry/Biology)
Cities, churches and 

Human Civilization

(Anthropology/History)

You and me trying to figure out our 

place in the Universe!Electric lights =

Modernity

(Science/technology)



Big History can help us link C.P. Snow’s 
two cultures: Science & the Humanities

• 1957: C.P. Snow (a scientist and novelist) 
 science and the humanities are distinct 
“cultures”, in an anthropologist’s sense.  

• A tragedy! Like the Cold War, it deprived us of 
intellectual synergies that might have been generated 
through more active exchanges.  
– “The clashing point of two subjects, two disciplines, two 

cultures–of two galaxies, so far as that goes–ought to 
produce creative chances.  … The chances are there now.  
But they are there, as it were, in a vacuum, because those 
in the two cultures can’t talk to each other.”

– C.P. Snow, “The Two Cultures and the Scientific Revolution”, in C.P. Snow, Public Affairs
(London and Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1971; 1st published 1959), pp. 13-46



THIS TALK

• I’m not a scientist, but a historian
• Interested in science & its relationship to the 

Humanities

• An attempt to give you a feeling for 
• The Big History Story
• How it can frame discussions of today’s world
• How it can link the sciences & humanities
• How it can unify education & empower students

• [A short version in a Jan 2015 talk at the World 
Economic Forum, Davos]



The 2-minute course: 
Big History in 11 dates

1. The Universe appeared c. 13.8 bys ago

2. The Earth, c. 4.5 bys ago

3. 1st living organisms c. 3.8 bys ago

4. 1st multi-celled organisms c. 600 mys ago

5. Dinosaurs wiped out c. 65 mys ago

6. 1st “hominines” c. 7 mys ago

7. Homo sapiens, c. 200,000 ys ago

8. 1st agricultural societies, c. 10,000 ys ago

9. 1st civilizations and documents c. 5,000 ys ago

10. Industrial Revolution c. 250 ys ago

11. Humans enter space c. 50 ys ago 



Another way of seeing time:
If the Universe began 13 years ago, then …

– the earth would have existed for about
• five years [4.5 billion ys]

– large organisms with many cells for
• 7 months [600 million ys]

– the asteroid that killed the dinosaurs would have landed 
• 3 weeks ago [65 million ys]

– Hominines would have existed for just
• 3 days [c. 7 million ys]

– our own species, Homo Sapiens, for
• 50 minutes [c. 200,000 ys]

– agricultural societies would have existed for
• 5 minutes [c. 10,000 ys]

– the entire recorded history of civilization for
• 3 minutes [c. 5,000 ys: that’s when most world history courses start!]

– modern industrial societies for
• 6 seconds [c. 250 ys]

– 1st humans in space and on the moon
• 1 second [c. 50 ys]



The Power of the Big History Story
Important things to tell us at many scales



A conceptual tool kit: 

Core concepts for Big History

1. Complexity: [i.e. ‘emerging patterns’]

– The early universe was simple: then more complex things 

emerged …stars, life, then us! [So the story matters!]

2. Emergence: [i.e. how new patterns ‘emerge’]

– More complex things have new emergent qualities

3. Energy Flows: [what drives emergence?]

– The 2nd law means things ought to have got simpler; they 

can get more complex only if gradients allow energy flows

4. Goldilocks Conditions: [when & where?]

– More complex things appear only in tiny pockets in the 

Universe where the ‘Goldilocks’ conditions are just right



The vertical axis shows energy 
rate densities of different 
things on a logarithmic scale.  
THE SUN: about 1 erg per 
gram per second.
MODERN HUMAN SOCIETY: 
about a million times that 
figure.  
The horizontal axis shows 
how long those things 
normally live.

Stars live much longer 
than humans!

ERIC CHAISSON’S HYPOTHESIS





8 ‘Thresholds of increasing complexity’

1. The Big Bang
2. The First Stars [560 mys after the big bang]
3. New Chemical Elements
4. Planets (our solar system)
5. Life (on earth) 
6. Humans
7. Agriculture
8. Fossil fuels and the Anthropocene

By the way, when were 
the dinosaurs wiped 
about? 

About Here!



• No
– Galaxies, stars 

– Heavy elements or planets

– Living organisms or humans

• Then, over 13.8 bys, 
more complex things emerged
– Most of the Universe is still simple

– But in pockets where there are Goldilocks conditions (earth?)

– And gradients that allow flows of free energy

– More complex things have emerged, with new qualities

– Interesting story for us because we are as complex as it gets!

• The early Universe was simple, with little structure
– A thin mist of H & He atoms + photons of light, embedded in dark matter and 

at a uniform temperature  limited energy gradients

– Lineweaver, et. al., Complexity & the Arrow of Time, p. 48: “Whatever measure 
of complexity we use, there was little of it in the first tens of millions of years 
after the big bang” 

THE STORY: INCREASING COMPLEXITY

How do we know? The Cosmic 
Background Radiation

mapped by the Planck satellite:
Temperature differences of 1/1,000th

of a degree



HOW TO MAKE STARS
A Universe with stars 
is already more 
interesting
• Stars are complex
• They gather in 

galaxies
• There are new 

gradients of heat, 
density, gravity



Where do the energy flows come from that sustain stars?
From fusion in their cores



Where do the energy flows come from that create new elements?
From the heat generated in collapsing stars



With new elements you can make new forms of matter, 
from snowflakes to motes of silica dust to … carbon



http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap130611.html

New elements created in dying stars & 
scattered like confetti into space

A CHEMICALLY RICH UNIVERSE! NGC 3582 Nebula, 10,000 light years away
New stars forming in an environment with many chemical elements forged in dying stars, as 

well as dust clouds with simple molecules such as PAHs (polyclic aromatic hydrocarbons), 
which may have been important in the origins of life on earth

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap130611.html


INCREASING CHEMICAL COMPLEXITY 
(‘METALLICITY’)



INCREASING CHEMICAL COMPLEXITY 
(‘METALLICITY’)

Fusion  less H and more of other elementsFusion  less H and more of other elements



INCREASING CHEMICAL COMPLEXITY 
(‘METALLICITY’)

Fusion  much less H and much more of He & other elementsFusion  much less H and more of other elements



With new materials you can make 
rocky planets



Rocky planets are chemically 
very interesting

• Because the ‘solar wind’ drove the lightest elements 
(incl. H & He) from inner regions of the solar system

Where’s the H & He?



Goldilocks conditions for rich chemistry
Constructed by Martin Schuler

Early life forms? Stromatolites

EARTH 3.8 BILLION YEARS AGO?
• Liquid water  atoms can socialise easily
• Heat and Energy  atoms can link up
• Lots of Chemicals  lots of possibilities!

• The Goldilocks conditions for life!



Threshold 5: 
LIFE

Harbour seal peeking through a kelp forest | Winning photo from University of Miami's annual underwater photography contest. 

A new type of complexity: 
active rather than passive …

Living things survive in unstable 
environments
unlike stars, they must 

• Detect changes (information enters 
the story)

• Keep adjusting: homeostasis
(purposefulness enters the story)



Information & Meaning 
enter the story

• Entities able to choose alternate paths
• Must be able to extract information about their 

environment  information becomes strategic
• Must have criteria for preferring one path to 

another  significance & meaning enter the story
• Information, meaning, significance, purpose, ethics, 

are new emergent properties associated with life



Chemical Pathways in Cells
Fantastic complexity:

Chemical Pathways in bacterial cells
(Warning! Don’t try to read this!)



Chemical Pathways in CellsIf these arguments are correct …
• Biology and the Humanities  levels of 

complexity much higher than Physics!
• mathematizing these disciplines is 

much harder



Tapping the energy flows that allow 
such complexity

• An Egret chases a Longtom
for breakfast: Australia, Aug 2011

Living organisms tap energy that 
came from sunlight.
How they tap it [“metabolism”] 
explains much about their 
relationship to their surroundings, 
and their inner working



Fast Forward to Humans:

1. The Big Bang
2. The First Stars
3. New Chemical Elements
4. Planets
5. Life
6. Humans
7. Agriculture
8. Fossil fuels and the Anthropocene



How do humans fit into this story?
[How do the Humanities link with the Sciences?]



The human relationship to 
energy flows is different

• The normal biological rules:

– A species evolves in a particular niche

– With a particular ‘metabolism’, or way of tapping 
energy from the biosphere

– Its populations expand and contract depending on 
available energy flows

– Then species go extinct or evolve



Population Growth in the 
biological regime

(the numbers are purely illustrative)
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Collective ability to extract resources does not change significantly
Population reaches that limit then fluctuates around it for the rest of 
the species’ history
The “S-curve” typical of animal populations
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What makes humans 
different?

A hypothesis: “Collective Learning”
Many animals communicate, but inefficiently 

Information leaks  no long-term accumulation
Humans crossed a fundamental threshold in communication 
information accumulates from generation to generation



Collective Learning accelerates information accumulation by orders of 
magnitude

The Biological realm: Genetic information accumulates over 
millennia

The Human realm: Cultural information accumulates within 
lifetimes, and at an accelerating rate

Collective Learning is 
Transformative



COLLECTIVE LEARNING IN THE PALEOLITHIC
More information  control over more energy & resources

Chimp 
range: 
no 
change Range of early 

humans

c. 100-
60,000 BP

50-60,000 BP?

15-13,000 BP?

4,000 BP?

1,000 BP?

New sea-going 
technologies

Ice-Age Siberia:
New hunting techniques

Adaptations to cold

New ocean-going 
technologies

Arctic 
technologies



10,000 years ago  Agriculture 
New technologies = an energy bonanza for humans

Energy pours into 
surrounding space

Fusion reactions in 
the Sun’s core 

generate energy

On earth, plants capture some of 
that energy through 

photosynthesis

Farmers change landscapes, plants 
& animals so we humans get more 

and more of that energy

NASA's GSFC, SDO AIA Team

http://www.nasa.gov/
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/goddard/home/index.html
http://sdo.gsfc.nasa.gov/


MORE ENERGY  LARGER POPULATIONS 

• Villages, towns, cities
• Civilizations, States, Empires
• More collective learning  new innovations
• All the things historians normally study!



MORE PEOPLE MORE EXCHANGES  NEW 
TECHNOLOGIES  INNOVATION ACCELERATES 



But … energy from recent 
photosynthesis was 

limited

• The Organic Energy Regime:

– Energy from wind, water, wood, and human and animal 
labour

– i.e energy from sunlight 
captured by photosynthesis 
over, say, 30 years

• That set a limit to growth



Result? Little per cap growth until 
… Fossil Fuels

GDP per capita over 2 millennia; CE 0-1998 ($1900 US)
Based on Maddison, The World Economy: A Millennial Perspective, p. 264

Growth per cap. in 

agricultural societies



Collective learning  a 
second energy bonanza: 

like finding gold!

• Humans discovered how to tap 
the energy in fossil fuels

• Fossil fuels stored the energy from sunlight fossilized 
over 300 million years

• E.A. Wrigley: “An industrial revolution is physically impossible 
without access to energy on a scale which does not exist and 
cannot be secured in organic economies.” 
[Energy and the English Industrial Revolution, kindle ed., location 3866]

– Adam Smith & Ricardo knew that growth would have stalled 
without new forms of energy



Yours truly in Tianjin, China, Sept 2014

The Anthropocene: driven by solar energy 
stored over 300 mys. in …... fossil fuels

The energy 
gold rush of 

fossil fuels
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• On average, today, we each 
use 100 “energy slaves” 
[Buckminster Fuller]

• They feed us, clothe us, 
move us from place to place, 
carry messages

• The 1st species in 4 Bys. to 
mobilize more than a slight 
surplus over basic needs

• A real labour force of 700 
billion  better health, 
longer lives + 
living standards better than 
ever before for billions

Energy slaves



How significant are these 
changes?

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap130412.html

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap130412.html


http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/astropix.html

An alien observer would see …
a planet that lights up!

In 200 years, 
a paleontological eye-blink:

vast new flows of energy 
huge increases in complexity & power 

we have become a planet-changing species

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/astropix.html


And dangers …
The Stockholm Resilience Centre
(http://www.stockholmresilience.org/)

• Superb research defining 9 boundaries that will be dangerous 
to transgress

• We are already seriously reducing biodiversity



With thanks to my son, 
Joshua for the cartoon

More for us 
means less for 
other species



The Anthropocene Epoch: 
An astonishing moment in earth’s history

Churchill Bay, Manitoba, Western coast of Hudson bay. Photo by Dennis Fast

What’s 

going 

on??!!



An astonishing moment in the 
planet’s history

• For the first time in 4 billion years

– A single species dominates energy flows within 
the biosphere

– And could transform the biosphere

– Other species are waiting to find what we’ll do!

– But do we really understand our power?

Aurora over Maine: http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap140917.html

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap140917.html


Because if we get 
it wrong we risk 
ruining the lives of 
Daniel and his 
children

That’s why we 
need to fully 
understand our 
relation to the 
biosphere

Why do I care?



In the remote future, 
when we’re gone, 

will complexity keep increasing?

• For a time, yes, but …

• Total energy is fixed, while the Universe keeps expanding

• Eventually, energy flows will be too thin to sustain complexity

• The universe will re-descend the ‘mountain of complexity’, 
returning to simplicity

• We live in a ‘springtime’ era when complexity can increase



A final question:
What drives increasing complexity?

• Gravity?

– Magnifies gradients in the early Universe

• Probability + Time? 

– Energy gradients + lots of time  Goldilocks conditions for 
complexity wlll appear, and complexity will build on complexity

• The 2nd Law of Thermodynamics?

– Ilya Prigogine & Jeremy England  the second law may like 
complexity because it increases energy flows, speeds up 
dissipation of free energy & raises entropy at large scales



Thank you
END

I THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!


